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Q: Does the document have to utilize styles...headers...for the review zones to 

work? I have a document (like a letter) that has no headings. Will zones work on 

that? 

A: No, your document doesn’t need to contain heading styles to use 

ReviewZones. If you have heading styles in your document then PleaseReview will 

do a ‘smart selection’ of all the text below a heading when a ReviewZone is 

started at a heading level. If your document does not have any headings, then 

you can simply click where you want the ReviewZone to start – PleaseReview will 

select just that paragraph for the ReviewZone. If you want your ReviewZone to 

cover more than one paragraph, you can click the ‘Edit’ link and then in the body 

of the document, click where you want the ReviewZone to end. 

 

Q: If I am a reviewer, do I have to click through all the zones in order to 

determine which zone is assigned for to me? 

A: Yes you would need to look at the ‘Zones’ tab of the comment window to see 

the permissions set for each ReviewZone. As ReviewZones can be assigned to 

multiple users, they may not only be assigned to one Reviewer.  

 

Q: So you will lose the changes that Daniel made if you remove a review(zone) 

after the reviewer has made comments? 

A: No. In this scenario, we assigned a ReviewZone to Daniel, then Daniel made 

comments and proposed changes. Deleting the ReviewZone after Daniel added 

his comments and changes only removes the ReviewZone. Daniel’s comments 

and changes remained. 

 

Q: Can you show how to split paragraphs for review? 

A: ReviewZones are applied on a paragraph basis, so the smallest ReviewZone 

would be one paragraph. It is not possible to split one paragraph into more than 

one ReviewZone. Also, ReviewZones cannot overlap so a single paragraph can 

only be in one ReviewZone. 

 

Q: Can you quickly review changing a zone after a review started? 



 

                           

A: Absolutely. It is worth noting that ReviewZones can be created, deleted, and 

edited after a review has started. The process for dong this is the same both 

before and after a review has started. 

 

Q: Can review zones be set on formatting - headers footers, etc.? 

A: No. ReviewZones can only be applied to paragraphs in the body of the 

document, so they cannot be applied to headers and/or footers. 

 

Q: Would green and red colours be more helpful for identifying review zones? 

A: ReviewZones are only identified by the yellow highlight in the margin of the 

document. EditZones use text shading in green, red and grey. Reviews can 

contain both ReviewZones and EditZones which is why they are identified 

differently. 

 

Q: Can I create a ReviewZone just for myself (author)? As the document 

owner/author, I would like to clean up a table, then put it back into the review. 

A: This is possible, although you would only be able to change the content of the 

table, not the structure. To do this, you can assign the ReviewZone to yourself, 

make your changes and accept them, then remove the ReviewZone which will 

open it up for all other Reviewers to make comments and proposed changes. If 

you want to make changes to the structure of the table, you would need to use 

EditZones which is the co-authoring tool in PleaseReview. You can find more 

information about EditZones in the PleaseReview user manual, or alternatively 

there are training movies available and also quick guides on this subject (all 

available from the Help menu in PleaseReview). 

 

Q: Will the steps be provided on how to set up review zones for future reference? 

A: Absolutely. There are two quick guides available on ReviewZones. One covers 

creating and managing ReviewZones for review Owners, and the other covers 

using ReviewZones for Reviewers. These quick guides are available from the Help 

menu in PleaseReview. Further information is also available in the PleaseReview 

user manual. 

 

Q: So...the others in the review only have to have "REVIEWER" permissions to 

work in Review Zones? 

A: Yes. Other participants can also have the role of ‘Viewer’ or ‘Author’ also, and 

these permissions can be set at step 4 of the new review setup when you enable 

ReviewZones. These permissions will then be the default permissions, which you 

can then change for each ReviewZone as you create them. 

 

Q: What's the difference between ReviewZones and EditZones? 



 

                           

A: ReviewZones are areas of a document which can have different Reviewer 

permissions for different users. This could be to prevent individual users from 

commenting or marking-up changes to specific zones, or even prevent users from 

viewing certain zones.  

EditZones are areas of a document which can have different Author permissions 

for different users in each zone – effectively co-authoring. This provides a very 

powerful capability that allows different sections of the document to be authored 

in parallel, and then for each section to be released for review once it is available. 

Contributors responsible for each EditZone can edit the EditZone in Microsoft 

Word and upload it back into PleaseReview to make it available for comment. This 

allows different parts of the document to be finalized at different times and in 

parallel. 

 

Q: When is the new version of PleaseReview launching? I'm hesitant to start 

using ReviewZones with the company if they're going to have to be re-trained 

again soon. 

A: We expect the next version of PleaseReview to be available from the end of Q3 

2016. ReviewZones will work in the same way as they do now so there would not 

be a need for re-training. 

 

Q: Will these slides be available? 

A: Absolutely. We will make it available on our support website along with a 

recording of the tutorial and send all participants a copy via email. 


